REGISTER NOW (HTTPS://CYCDI.COM/REGISTER)

Welcome to the new world -

The Global Movement Against Climate Crisis, Our Role, Our Solidarity in Global Week of Action to Act4SDGs by Foluke Michael as CEO and Project Director of CYCDI - Solution17

3.00pm.
Opening Keynote Address on the UN75
by Mr. Ban Ki-moon as 8th Secretary-General of the United Nations - Opening the 5TH Global Entreps Awards & 5Gcitizens International Congress at Solution17 for Art for Climate Change
3.03pm - 3.08pm.

A short Documentary –
The journey to a Sustainable World - Solution17 for Climate Action in Covenant University
3.08pm - 3.013pm.

Keynote on Solution17 for Sustainable Development Goals and the United Nations 2030 Agenda
by Mr. Ronald Kayanja, Country Director United Nations Information Centre, Nigeria
3.13pm - 3.18pm.

Keynote on Sustainable Business and Global Citizens
by Joaquin Velazquez -Boston- as Chairman of Entreps, Building Collaboration and Breaking Silos to Achieve the SDGs: Sustainable Business, the UN and Public-private-partnerships
3.18pm - 3.22pm.

The Panel Session
Our World, Our Creativity for Climate Change by Solution17 for Climate Change at Covenant University and Solution 17 Artists
3.22pm - 3.36pm.

Raising young leaders to change the world, the Covenant University Approach
3.36pm - 3.40pm.

Keynote on the cooperation by German Mission in Nigeria
to support Sustainable Development Goals by Dr Stefan Traumann, The Consul General, Federal Republic of Germany

3.40pm - 3.45pm.

Environmental Sustainability and Climate Change resilience in the city of Lagos by Mrs Solape Hammond
the Special Adviser on the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and Investments to the Governor of Lagos State

3.45pm - 3.50pm.

Keynote on Europe
by a representative of the European Union - Europe, Becoming the World's First Climate-neutral Continent

3.50pm - 3.55pm.

Keynote on the 75th Anniversary of the United Nations
Building Cooperation Across Borders to Shape the World, from Pandemic to Climate Crisis to Achieving the UN SDGs by 2030

3.55pm - 4.00pm.

Global Movement Against Climate Crisis and Development of Innovation and Entrepreneurship to achieve SDGs

Dr Amarakoon Bandara - Senior Economic Adviser UNDP

4.00pm - 4.05pm.
The role of Private Sector in youth development
Creativity and Innovation in support of Sustainable Development Goals- PPC Limited
4.05pm - 4.10pm.

Opening of Exhibition and Virtual Tour
Art for Climate Change and Launch: 1-minute remark by Dr. Bandara (UNDP), Dr. Stefan Traumann (Consul General) and Mr. Ronald Kayanja (United Nations in Nigeria)
4.10pm - 4.20pm.

17 1-minute messages from across the world, addressing the UN SDGs by Entreps Global Jurors with

- Thakur S. Powdyel (First Democratically-elected Minister for Education of Bhutan),
- Suad Galow (Sport Women in Somalia),
- Michael Lee (Entrepreneurship in South Korea),
- Raquel Torres (Digital Communication and Global Media. Secretary-General of Entreps),
- Vera Baboun (Mayor of Bethlehem (2012_2017) and Youth Advocate in Palestine),
- Roberto Algarra (Development Agencies in Latinamerica),
- Herbert Acheampong (Sustainable Startups and ThinkFoundation Ghana),
- Maria Manuela Valentim (SDGs Schools in Portugal),
- Humberto Besso (Youth Leadership in Mexico),
- Camila Aguilar (Sostenibilidad en Colombia),
- Mario Milanovic (Sustainable Tourism in Bosnia and Herzegovina),
- Andrea Gelfi (President of Young Entrepreneurs Europe JEUNE),
- Kohei Kurihara (Data and Blockchain, Japan),
- María José Murciano (REDR - Leader, Rural and Local Action
Leading Change across the world with our Creativity to achieve 2030 Agenda and SDGs by Youth Climate Change Activist/Artists

Victory Ashaka, Samuel Onche and Anjola Olanrewaju

Call to action Video and Raising New Generation of Creatives to build the bridge for Social Impact and Profit

by Dr. Adeyinka Adewale, Deputy Director, Henley Business School, United Kingdom

Closing Remarks

by Fisayo Adeyemi, Solution17 for Climate Action Finalist and CEO Solar Genesis
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